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Project Outcomes
This project is all set to launch in fall 2015 but due to unfavourable weather conditions the launch
was postponed. Meanwhile we kept on adding up few more data receptors making overall project
to send some more data from space . The system has been tested on ground level with the same
signals from ground station it works perfectly fine The readings related to sensors , Position
reports from Tinytrak were all cross checked and are appropriate.
Project Videos 
Design and development stages can be found on these links, Please scan the QR code
Prototyping Design and Development RISC Lab Channel
Ground Station
For this project we setup a ground station, which is nothing but a computer with a BASE APP
installed in it with RF radio and VHF Antenna to send and receive the signals. The capsule carrying
a robotic puppet has a RF radio which does the data transmission and reception for ground station.
All the sensors, servos and GPS data is transmitted as a log file to ground station.
Message Format
Telemetry Message: - Will be sent by the payload ONCE PER MINUTE.
A   B C              D E                                 
A= Call sign (Amateur Radio Licence Holder )
B= Destination APRS site.
C= Time , 21 hours,12 min 29 seconds
D= Latitude(DMM.MM) in hundredths of a minute.
E= Speed of Balloon in Knots.
** This project was supported by the
NASA CT SPACE CONSORTIUM GRANT
Abstract
High altitude robotics provides an opportunity to explore the “Near space” environment. Our project
proposes to create a prototype of a high altitude robotic monkey puppet, which can operate in near
space conditions. This project is envisioned around the first animal that USA sent to into space
monkey named ALBERT1(Fig 1). This high altitude robotic puppet HAM (High Altitude Monkey), is
scheduled to be launched as a payload on a helium balloon. Commanded from a ground station at the
University of Bridgeport, HAM can execute a set of predetermined actions, with a live video feedback
both from within and outside the payload capsule. This paper outlines and discusses the several
technical and logistical design challenges and solutions encountered in the design and development of
HAM.
Introduction
The primary objective of this project is to design and develop a robotic puppet using basic robotic
components and powerful microcontrollers and put this robotic puppet to test and ensure that the robot
functions at high altitude and low temperature for longer periods of time. Basically to test longevity
and continued functionality of the multiple servo motors and microcontrollers used in robot in harsh
environment. There is concern regarding survivability/failure at low temperature and pressure, as well
as continued power and signal output at proper level for the robot’s gesture and continued
functionality.
Designing a Prototype 
The effigy of the robotic puppet is made out of soft wood with servos attached. This assembly is such
that it gives robotic puppet its shoulders, arms, head, neck and wrists. We used high torque servo to lift
arm, we constructed pan and tilt mechanism using mini servos. These servos are programmed to carry
out certain set motions such as Clap ,waving, pitch and yaw. All these servos and sensors were
operated from ground station. Each motion has its own signal associated with the base app. Base app
receives a telemetry report with all the data and timestamp related to position of the payload.
Fig 2:- HAM Prototype Fig 3:- Schematic of monkey’s arm
Robot Communication and Control
The communication module includes TinyTrak, it’s a APRS GPS position encoder when connected to
serial GPS and a radio that will transmit its location at an adjusted frequency. Arduino Mega (Fig 4)
2560 serves as a microcontroller which has be pre-programmed to control servos and communicate
with rest of the modules on-board. We have a sensor board (Fig 5) and voltage drop circuit both
getting their power from Arduino and they also provide data feedback to Arduino . All the data
collected by Arduino is transmitted back to ground station with the help of TinyTrak. The message
received is a telemetry report in particular sequence shown (Message Format).
Fig 4:- Communication Module Fig 5:- Sensor Board
System Architecture 
Fig 1:- First Monkey in Space (HAM)
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